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G Medical, LLC d/b/a Pharmaceutics has signed a multi year lease for 4,717 s/f of space at 77
Charles St. Boston Realty Advisors' commercial leasing brokers, Adam Meixner and Jeremy Freid
represented the tenant, while the landlord was self-represented. 
Pharmaceutics is a wholesale distributor of medical and pharmaceutical supplies. It services both
local and national clients with access to over 70,000 different products from over 200 leading
manufacturers.
Powerhouse Dynamics has signed a multi year lease for 2,800 s/f of space at 1-3 Bridge St. in
Newton.Boston Realty Advisors' commercial leasing brokers, Meixner, Freid, and Wil Catlin
represented both the tenant and the landlord in this transaction. 
Powerhouse Dynamics provides total home energy management designed to manage all uses - and
sources - of energy in the home by uniquely integrating energy efficiency with renewable energy. As
the first company to combine affordable circuit-level monitoring, thermostat and device control, and
ongoing analysis and alerts, Powerhouse delivers actionable intelligence and the level of granularity
required for effective energy management.
Benetemps, Inc. has signed a multi year lease for 1,600 s/f of space at 200 Highland Ave.
Boston Realty Advisors' commercial leasing brokers Meixner and Freid represented the tenant,
while the landlord was self-represented. 
BeneTemps specializes in providing contract placement services in employee benefits and human
resources. Their staffing consultants have spent their careers in the field and use their experience to
evaluate a position from both the client and candidate's perspectives. Their unique focus and
approach, along with their national candidate pool and client base, maximizes employee satisfaction
and guarantees the best results for both their clients and candidates.

Boston Realty Advisors office division specializes in assisting in tenant representation, landlord
representation, and corporate advisory services.
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